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	The Web emerges as both a technical and a social phenomenon. It affects business,

	everybody's life and leads to considerable social implications. In this scenario, Web

	personalization arises as a powerful tool to meet the needs of daily users and make the

	Web a friendlier environment. Web personalization includes any action that adapts the

	information or services provided by a Web site to the needs of users, taking advantage

	of the knowledge gained from the users' navigational behavior and individual interests,

	in combination with the content and the structure of the Web site. In other words, the

	aim of a Web personalization system is to provide users with the information they

	want or need, without expecting them to ask for it explicitly. The personalization

	process covers a fundamental role in an increasing number of application domains

	such as e-commerce, e-business, adaptive web systems, information retrieval.

	Web is evolving at a speed never experienced by any other discipline before. This research book includes a sample of new research directions on Web personalization in intelligent environments. The contributions include an Introduction to Web Personalization, Semantic Content-based Recommender System, Exploiting ontologies for Web search personalization , How to Derive Fuzzy User Categories for Web Personalization, A Taxonomy of Collaborative-based Recommender System andA System for Fuzzy Items Recommendation. This book is directed to the researchers, graduate students, professors and practitioner interested in Web personalization.
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VLSI Design: A Practical Guide for FPGA and ASIC Implementations (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2011

	This book provides insight into the practical design of V.L.S.I. circuits. It is aimed at novice V.L.S.I. designers and other enthusiasts who would like to understand V.L.S.I. design flows. Coverage includes key concepts in C.M.O.S. digital design, design of D.S.P. and communication blocks on F.P.G.A.s, A.S.I.C. front end and physical design,...
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Information Quality (Advances in Management Information Systems)M.E. Sharpe, 2005
Like the lament of Coleridge’s ancient mariner who finds himself adrift at sea surrounded by water yet dying of thirst, many organizations find they are surrounded by data, yet much of it does not truly satisfy their information needs. Today we have at our disposal vast stores of information that come in a variety of forms: records,...
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Signal Processing in Radar SystemsCRC Press, 2012

	An essential task in radar systems is to find an appropriate solution to the problems related to robust signal processing and the definition of signal parameters. Signal Processing in Radar Systems addresses robust signal processing problems in complex radar systems and digital signal processing subsystems. It also tackles...
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Microsoft Business Intelligence Tools for Excel AnalystsFor Dummies, 2014

	Bridge the big data gap with Microsoft Business Intelligence Tools for Excel Analysts The distinction between departmental reporting done by business analysts with Excel and the enterprise reporting done by IT departments with SQL Server and SharePoint tools is more blurry now than ever before. With the introduction of robust new features...
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Value Solutions in Cooperative GamesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2013

	This book introduces new concepts for cooperative game theory, and particularly solutions that determine the distribution of a coalitional surplus among the members of the coalition. It also addresses several generalizations of cooperative game theory. Drawing on methods of welfare economics, new value solutions are derived for...
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Java Tools for Extreme Programming: Mastering Open Source Tools Including Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Learn how to transform XP theory into concrete Java® development techniques!      

Software developers live by the mantra "evolve or die." Adhering to that philosophy, Richard Hightower and Nicholas Lesiecki present you with an innovative book about Extreme Programming (XP)–– a development methodology that...
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